Since 2005, Texas academic libraries have put their trust in Texas Digital Library to provide essential infrastructure for technology services. Below is a list of TDL’s service offerings as well and the open source software behind them. Learn more about our services at tdl.org/services.

**Digital Preservation Services**
TDL’s Digital Preservation Services include direct consulting, training at all levels, and workflow support.
Powered by | Chronopolis, DuraCloud for TDL, AWS
Subscribe to our digital preservation interest group listserv

**Digital Repository Hosting**
TDL hosts digital repositories for member institutions, allowing them provide reliable online access to their scholarly and pedagogic output.
Powered by | DSpace
Subscribe to our DSpace User Group listserv

**DPLA Metadata Aggregation**
TDL’s DPLA Aggregation Service enables institutions with digital collections to have their materials discoverable in the Digital Public Library of America.
Powered by | TxHub, DPLA
Listserv forthcoming

**ETD Management**
TDL is the home of the Vireo ETD Submission and Management System which addresses all steps of the ETD process.
Powered by | Vireo
Listserv reserved for ETD service users at this time.

**Open Access Journals**
TDL’s OA Journal service empowers faculty members, libraries, and universities to produce open-access scholarly journals, ensuring the availability of important scholarship to researchers across the world.
Powered by | Open Journal Systems (OJS)
Listserv reserved for librarian liaisons and journal managers at this time.

**OER Support**
TDL is helping our members as well as Texas higher education students to meet their scholarly and financial challenges with our OER Support Service
Powered by | Open Education Network, Pressbooks
Subscribe to our listserv

**Research Data Management**
The Texas Data Repository (TDR) is a platform for publishing and sharing datasets and other data products created by faculty, staff, and students at Texas higher education institutions.
Powered by | Dataverse
Listserv reserved for TDR service liaisons at this time.